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Design of Mixed-Signal Systems on Chip
Ken Kundert, Henry Chang, Dan Jefferies, Gilles Lamant, Enrico Malavasi, Fred Sendig
Abstract — The electronics industry is increasingly focused on
the consumer marketplace, which requires low-cost high-volume
products to be developed very rapidly. This, combined with
advances in deep sub-micron technology have resulted in the
ability and the need to put entire systems on a single chip. As
more of the system is included on a single chip, it is increasingly
likely that the chip will contain both analog and digital sections.
Developing these mixed-signal systems-on-chip presents enor-
mous challenges both to the designers of the chips and to the
developers of the CAD systems that are used during the design
process. This paper presents many of the issues that act to com-
plicate the development of large single-chip mixed-signal sys-
tems and how CAD systems are expected to develop to overcome
these issues.

Index Terms —Design methodology, design automation, mixed
analog-digital integrated circuits, hardware design languages,
simulation, integrated circuit layout, integrated circuit model-
ing, and testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing time-to-market (TTM) pressures due to the contin-
ued consumerization of the electronics market place and the
availability of shrinking process technologies are the two fun-
damental forces driving designers, design methodologies, and
EDA tools and flows today. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

On one hand, TTM pressures, along with the added integra-
tion afforded by newer process technologies, have forced a
move to higher levels of abstraction to cope with the added
complexity in design. This can already be seen in the digital
design domain space, where cell based design is rapidly mov-
ing to Intellectual Property (IP), re-use based or block-based
design methodologies [4]. On the other hand, shrinking pro-
cess technologies have also caused a move in the opposite

direction: because of the increasing significance of physic
effects, there has been a need to observe lower levels of de
Signal integrity, electro-migration, and power analysis a
now adding severe complications to design methodolog
already stressed by the increasing device count. This is t
for both analog and digital design. The total range of desi
abstractions encountered in a single design flow is continua
growing, and pulling in opposite directions (abstraction v
detail). Managing this increasing range, and insuring that t
system definitions (constraints) are preserved and verified
verifiable) through all levels of abstractions and between d
ferent levels is where one becomes acutely aware of the w
ening gaps in today’s design methodologies. However,
meet TTM needs, it is imperative that these be kept und
control.

The stresses caused by this wide abstraction range and
increasing complexity of design at each level of abstracti
uncover significant methodology gaps. These occur bo
between abstraction layers as well as within them. Desi
methodologies, tools, and flows, evolve to try to hold th
design “system” together. However, what we see today is j
the beginning of what is to come, with the new, even small
process technologies.

Stressed by cost and performance objectives resulting fr
the consumerization of electronics, designers are driven
take advantage of the smaller process technologies, putt
entire systems on chips. Two basic types of systems-on
chip (SOC) exist — one that has grown from the ASIC world
and the other from the custom IC world. An example of th
former is shown in Fig. 2. This is a design that is mostly dig
tal. It is a programmable system that integrates most of t
functions of the end product. It contains processors. It h
embedded software, peripherals both analog and digital, a
has a bus-based architecture. Analog and mixed-signal des
blocks are only integrated if they can be in a reasonable ti
and at a reasonable cost. For example, high-frequency
remains as a separate chip for this type of design. For t
type of design, the integrator is a digital designer and incre
ingly, the cost is in the development of the embedded so
ware rather than in the hardware design of the IC.

The other type of design, which we will henceforth refer to a
AMS-SOC, is shown in Fig. 3. This is a design that began
the realm of custom mixed-signal designs. These are desi
that are both high in performance and have complex sign

Fig. 1.  Design drivers and design methodology gaps.
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paths through both analog and digital components. Examples
of these designs include PRML disk drive controllers, xDSL
front-ends, 10/100 base-T physical layers and RF front-ends.
This era of process technology has also allowed analog and
mixed-signal designers to begin to integrate significant
amounts of the functionality of the entire systems onto a sin-
gle chip. However, unlike the case of the ASIC design moving
to SOC, the analog/mixed-signal design is not an “option.” It
is the critical and probably the differentiating part of the ICs
with the digital part optional as to whether or not it is inte-
grated. In this case, at today’s process technology, embedded
software is not yet a significant issue. The most significant
issues lie around the design and integration of digital and ana-
log/mixed-signal blocks.

These are the designs that are the main focus of this paper.
The highest level of abstraction is the system level. Thus, in
this case, the range of abstraction levels spans from the device
level (including parasitic devices) through to the system level.

Due to the complex feedback loops that involve signal paths
crossing the interface between digital and analog blocks mul-
tiple times, as well as less obvious physical effects between
the analog and digital blocks, we believe that we are reaching
a point where ad-hoc “patching” of the design process will
not hold it together anymore and allow meeting TTM objec-
tives for this type of design.

The design methodology needed for the design of AMS-
SOCs dictates a design flow that can be broken down into a
set of design stages as shown in Fig. 4. Section II explores
this design methodology and each of the design stages. But
not all aspects of design can be neatly separated into these

stages. There are certain design capabilities and tool requ
ments that span the design process. In many ways these
the more difficult for EDA tool vendors to address as they a
not contained wholly within the expertise of a specific desig
stage, and of necessity require interaction across the desig
and design tools at each of these stages. Section III explo
these complex intra flow issues and how they might b
addressed.

II. THE DESIGNFLOW

In this section we analyze the main areas that must
addressed to provide a workable solution to the problem
developing successful AMS-SOC designs.

The solution must consist of a set of design methodologie
tool flows, as well as an appropriate and cohesive set of too
All of these are necessary to create a complete solutio
While a specific design group may not have the desire or ne
for all three, all three must be considered in concert
develop the complete solution.

To provide a framework for what the solution entails, we hav
selected specific aspects of the design process and provi
an overview of some of what is needed in each area.

The design flow of a complex AMS-SOC starts with an ide
and ends with a layout. In between is a series of refineme
and verification steps. First the idea is refined to a series
specifications, which are verified by talking to potential cus
tomers. Then the specifications are refined to a function
description or an algorithm, which is verified with system
simulators. The functional description is refined to an arch
tecture, which is verified by simulators that interpret mixed
signal hardware description languages (MS-HDL, see Sect
III-E). The blocks are then refined to the transistor level an
are verified with timing simulators or with SPICE. This repre-
sents the electrical design process.

A similar process occurs for the physical design. The arc
tecture is converted to a floorplan, which is then refined un
the blocks are laid-out and routed. Verification of the layo
involves checking the layout to assure it matches the sc
matic and that it satisfies all manufacturability rules. Fin
verification involves extracting the circuit from the layout
including layout parasitics, and simulating it with transisto
level simulators.

Fig. 2.  An ASIC-SOC example.

Fig. 3.  An AMS-SOC example.
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In high performance analog and MS designs the physical
implementation often has such an impact on the circuit per-
formance that circuit and layout issues must be considered
together [44]. As a consequence the physical design is inter-
twined with circuit design and optimization, and the physical
implementation is subject to frequent extraction, analyses and
engineering change orders (ECO’s), or incremental modifica-
tions. These frequent disruptions of the design flow are char-
acteristic of AMS circuit development, and often account for
a good portion of the overall time to market.

Once layout is complete, the whole design is represented in
fine detail and the simulations are quite expensive. This pre-
vents all but basic functionality from being verified at this
point. Thus, the design process itself must assure, with a high
degree of confidence, that the design functions properly in all
situations and meets its performance requirements. This
requires that:
• A formal verification plan be developed and followed

throughout the design process [18]. The plan must assure
that the design be verified continually along the design pro-
cess.

• The ability to co-simulate blocks at different levels of
abstraction so that the design can be continuously verified
as it progresses from an abstract to detailed levels of repre-
sentation.

• Constraint definition, translation, and verification from the
architecture level through functional, circuit and physical
levels.

• Reliable and easy communication of connectivity, con-
straints, parasitics and models between systems, circuit and
layout designers.

• Extraction of models for each block that faithfully represent
its behavior and performance as implemented. These mod-
els are used with system or HDL simulators to verify the
design from the bottom up.

A.  Top-Down Design

Most analog chips at one time were designed to be general-
purpose building blocks optimized for performance, cost, or
low power dissipation. This involved precision work at the
transistor level by a specialist. Design exploration and circuit
function and performance verification occurred more or less
together. For small performance-critical analog and mixed-
signal ICs, this remains the dominant design style. For large
designs, however, this approach has several problems, includ-
ing at least two fundamental ones:

1. Simulations take so long that comprehensive analysis of
the design in manageable time frames becomes problem-
atic. Because of this, projects may be delayed because of
the need for extra silicon prototypes caused by inadequate
verification.

2. For large designs, improvements made at the architectural
level generally provide the greatest impact on the perfor-
mance, cost and functionality of the chip. By the time the
development reaches the circuit level, meaningful
improvements are often very expensive.

In order to address these challenges, many design teams
either looking to, or else have already implemented, top-do
methodologies [3]. In a basic top-down approach, the arc
tecture of the chip is defined as a block diagram and sim
lated and optimized using either a MS-HDL simulator or
system simulator. From the high-level simulation, requir
ments for the individual circuit blocks are derived. Circuit
are then designed individually to meet these specification
Finally, the entire chip is laid out and verified against the ori
inal requirements.

A few of the key characteristics of these design styles are:
• Design exploration and verification are somewhat sep

rate. The combination of greater simulation speed from t
use of high-level behavioral models and the ability to pe
form parametric design make MS-HDL simulation appro
priate for design exploration. The use of transistor-lev
simulation becomes more focused on verifying that th
blocks match the intent of the high-level design.

• Parametric design at the system level. MS-HDLs provid
users great flexibility in modeling. However, since a fund
mental objective of the block-level analysis is to develo
specifications for the block implementation, good top-dow
practice is to write the MS-HDL models so that their ke
performance characteristics are specified using parame
and so can be easily adjusted.

• Mixed-level simulation. In general, it is much faster to ve
ify the functionality and performance of a specific bloc
against its specifications within an MS-HDL representatio
of the system than it is to verify the entire design “flat” a
the circuit level.

In practice, a final verification of the entire design at the ci
cuit level, in SPICE, may still be desirable for verification of
connectivity, proper startup, and the performance of critic
paths. However, a major objective of most top-dow
approaches is to eliminate the need to do this more than o
per project.

These practices require substantial attention early in t
design process. This is the essential trade-off of top-do
methodologies: more analysis early in design to avoid pro
lems later on.

The main objectives of top-down approaches are to optim
globally the performance of the design, and to increase t
general predictability of the design schedule. They also ma
it easier to coordinate the efforts of multiple designers wor
ing in parallel on different parts of the design at once.

The principal drawbacks are the need for rigor in the desi
process, and the need for designers to learn an MS-HD
which presently few have significant familiarity with. Some
of the early proprietary languages acquired a perhaps-justifi
reputation as difficult to learn and use. However, mode
MS-HDL's like Verilog-AMS are better. Furthermore, ou
experience is that the effort required to make MS-HDL mo
els is not only worthwhile, but also drops dramatically ove
the first few projects, as engineers learn the methodology a
begin to reuse their existing models.
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Top-down design represents a substantial shift from the way
most people design today and there is considerable inertia
that acts to slow its adoption. Those that have moved to a top-
down design style have seen dramatic improvements in time-
to-market and the ability to handle complexity. The best way
to overcome the inertia that prevents top-down design from
being adopted is to teach the art of top-down design and
behavioral modeling in the universities.

B.  System-Level Design

System-level design is generally performed by system archi-
tects. Their goal is to find an algorithm and architecture that
implement the required functionality while providing ade-
quate performance at minimum cost. They use system-level
simulators, such as Matlab [26] or SPW [48], that allow them
to explore various algorithms and evaluate trade-offs quickly.
These tools are preferred because they represent the design as
a block diagram and have large libraries of predefined blocks
for common application areas.

Once the algorithm is chosen, it must be mapped to a particu-
lar architecture. Thus, it must be refined to the point where
the blocks used at the system level accurately reflect the way
the circuit is partitioned for implementation. The blocks must
represent sections of the circuit that are to be designed and
verified as a unit. Furthermore, the interfaces must be chosen
carefully to avoid interaction between the blocks that are hard
to predict and model, such as loading or coupling. The pri-
mary goal at this phase is the accurate modeling of the blocks
and their interfaces. This contrasts with the goal during algo-
rithm design, which is to quickly predict the output behavior
of the entire circuit with little concern about matching the
architectural structure of the chip as implemented. As such,
mixed-signal hardware description languages (MS-HDLs)
such as Verilog-AMS [51] or VHDL-AMS [6,22,52] become
preferred during this phase of the design because they allow
accurate modeling of the interfaces and support mixed-level
simulation (discussed in Section D).

The transition between algorithm and architecture design cur-
rently represents a discontinuity in the design flow. The tools
used during algorithm design are different from the ones used
during architecture design, and they generally operate off of
different design representations. Thus, the design must be re-
entered, which is a source of inefficiencies and errors. It also
prevents the test benches and constraints used during the
algorithm design phase from being used during the rest of the
design.

On the digital side, tools such as SPW do provide paths to
implementation via Verilog and VHDL generation. However,
as of today, they have yet to be tightly integrated into the
remainder of the design flow. Similar capabilities do not yet
exist for the analog or mixed-signal portions of the design. An
alternative is to use Verilog-AMS or VHDL-AMS for both
algorithm and architecture design. This has not been done to
date because simulators that support these languages are just
now becoming available. As such, there is a dearth of applica-
tion specific libraries.

C.  Analog Synthesis

The ability to automatically convert a high-level specificatio
of a block to a circuit-level implementation is referred to a
synthesis. While synthesis is well established in the digit
world, for analog or mixed-signal circuits it is only available
in special cases, such as for filters. Research into analog s
thesis has developed over the last two decades in many di
tions, from early work on knowledge-based modul
compilation [2,8] to more recent optimization intensive
approaches [7,29,36]. Optimization is based either on num
ical simulation [35] or on analytic models [28]. To help in th
development of analytic models, a significant research eff
went into exploration of symbolic analysis [12,45]. Beyon
model building, symbolic analysis was also applied to mo
ambitions goals, such as topology exploration with interesti
results [27], whose applicability unfortunately is limited to
selected categories of analog circuits.

Many attempts at building analog design automation syste
have been made. The most important ones are proba
ADAM [8,9], a commercial product developed at CSEM, an
ACACIA [5,36], developed at CMU, which recently
expanded to include, among other things, RF design [1]. S
eral good survey papers provide insight into the extensi
research production in this field [13,43,44].

Some commercial offerings in this space have appear
recently. Noticeable among others are NeoCellTM [37], a sys-
tem for analog cell design automation, which leverages
part from the technology developed for ACACIA; and Pic
asso Op-AmpTM [38] and Dali RF Tool SuiteTM [39], web-
based tools providing on-demand circuit topology selectio
and sizing based on geometric programming [17]. Howev
we believe that the large variety and complexity of analo
cells makes it unlikely that a general solution for the proble
of analog synthesis will be available in the near futur
Instead, it is likely that a variety of design aids and very sp
cific module generators will become available for an increa
ing variety of analog cells and blocks to ease the transiti
from high-level specification to circuit-level implementation

D.  Mixed-Level Simulation

Using a top-down design methodology is expected to beco
the norm for designing complex mixed-signal circuits. A
such, the system architecture will be fully explored and ve
fied using either a MS-HDL or a system simulator befor
individual blocks are designed. However, once the blocks a
designed, they must be verified in the context of the system
assure that they will operate properly within the system.
this point, it must be possible to co-simulate behavioral mo
els and transistor-level circuits together. The block-diagra
used in the simulation of the architecture must be refined
the point where each block represents a relatively indep
dent circuit that would be designed as a single unit. Pin-acc
rate MS-HDL models are developed for each block and t
system is verified using these models.

The block designers then take the HDL models and a series
specifications as input and produce the transistor-level sc
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matic and layout, which are passed back to the system engi-
neers for integration and verification with the rest of the
system. Using the ability to co-simulate transistor-level and
behavioral-level descriptions of the blocks, the system is
repeatedly verified by replacing one-by-one the HDL model
of one block with the transistor-level implementation to verify
the functionality of the block and its interfaces. This approach
greatly reduces the cost of each simulation and increases the
chance that miscommunications concerning block interfaces
are caught early in the design process.

E.  Physical Implementation

Physical implementation corresponds to a variety of tasks that
can be grouped into two major areas:
• Block authoring
• Block/chip assembly

These two areas are deeply intertwined as most design flows
require a mix of top-down and bottom-up approaches with a
combination of soft and hard blocks, and behavioral, logical
and physical representations of different parts [4](p.189ff.).
Therefore any solution will need to incorporate a seamless
flow including access to both authoring and assembly of com-
plex blocks.

For block authoring successful commercial tools, methodolo-
gies and flows have been developed over the last few years.
However the coordination of different design approaches into
consistent flows and adequate solutions for block assembly is
still under investigation, especially for mixed-signal applica-
tions in a SOC environment. Assembly and authoring need to
be addressed simultaneously, since a design environment for
large mixed-signal applications requires cooperation between
an interactive editing environment and reentrant automation.
A full custom implementation is also required for most ana-
log portions of the design. Finally critical issues such as IP
reuse [4][24], power management and signal integrity [49]
are key to the success of large SOC designs.

A key component required to guarantee a good integration
between assembly and authoring is the floorplanner. Com-
mercial floorplanning technology today is focused on digital
designs, and it is often poorly equipped to handle AMS issues
such as noise and signal integrity. While encapsulation of
AMS blocks is available in most commercial tools, it does not
allow a correct representation of the interactions between
blocks such as intermodulation, cross talk and substrate noise,
and top-level mixed-signal interconnections require special
modeling and planning [16]. The organization of power dis-
tribution is significantly different when analog and digital
supply lines are used, with severe impact on substrate noise
[46]. Finally, the design flow often follows a combination of
top-down and bottom up steps very tightly interleaved.

For example, a design may be partitioned into various digital,
analog, and mixed-signal blocks. Not only may these blocks
be designed concurrently, they will be physically realized at
different times and using different implementation flows.
While large digital blocks can be created using a semi-auto-
mated design flow, other custom portions often need to be

carefully hand crafted. Manual design does not scale w
with circuit size, and custom blocks become the bottleneck
the entire flow, even though advanced assisted custom des
methodologies have become available recently [33]. Final
during chip assembly the communication between blocks w
be subject to timing, power or signal integrity constraint
Coupling between blocks sometimes determines the inn
structure of the blocks themselves. In order to meet these c
straints, top-down modifications are forced upon the block
These operations must be kept consistent with the spec
design flow, often bottom up, used for the authoring of ea
block. The need for reentrant and interoperable environme
for the authoring of ASIC-style digital blocks, custom analo
blocks, and the assembly of all these parts is a major pa
digm shift that characterizes complex AMS-SOC’s.

For the complex ASIC MS SOC designs, a physically awa
automated synthesis to silicon flow such as being delivered
part of Envisia® PKS [15] may also be utilized. This flow
while currently targeting complex deep sub-micron design
needs to be extended in order to be able to read AMS desig
While not necessarily implementing the analog portions, th
tool suite needs to become aware of them and to take th
into account during physically aware synthesis.

F.  Physical Verification

Very powerful technology for physical verification has bee
developed in recent years by the EDA industry. Commerc
tools, such as Cadence’s Assura®, Avant!’s Hercules® a
Mentor Graphics’s Calibre®, often include hierarchical cap
bility for verification and extraction, and present various lev
els of integration with the block authoring tool suites. Th
resulting design cycle improvements have proven not only t
importance of an efficient verification tool, but also the criti
cality of a solution flow where such a tool is well integrate
with all the other applications:
• using a common database;
• using a common set of interactive commands for browsi

and fixing errors;
• using a common user interface look-and-feel;
• supporting the same set of constraints.

Some of the proprietary netlist-based integration methodo
gies are shared by most commercial tools. Digital descripti
languages used for simulation, such as Verilog and VHD
have been extended for AMS designs [22,51], and comm
cial verification tools will soon be required to support thes
AMS extensions.

From a strategic point of view, the verification phase must
tied more closely with the physical design cycle. New co
straint-driven layout applications, able to enforce physic
and electrical constraints, have recently become availa
[14]. These must be matched by corresponding new capab
ties in the verification phase, which will have to become co
nizant of the same set of AMS constraints. Substrate coupl
noise verification, currently heavily limited for capacity rea
sons to circuit level within small blocks, must be used to op
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mize the distribution of guard rings and to drive block
placement in mixed signal systems.

Yield has a parametric dependency on AMS performance
functions and measurements, which can be captured through
behavioral and stochastic models. The support of electrical
and design constraints derived from these models will enable
the physical verification phase to help in the design centering
analysis.

With respect to manufacturing, the verification tools must
also support the increasingly common post-layout processing
techniques such as optical proximity correction (OPC) and
new subwavelength lithography processes such as phase shift
mask (PSM) [23].

G.  Final Verification

Final verification is performed by using a physical verifica-
tion tool to extract a netlist of the circuit, including parasitics,
from the final layout. Of course, such circuits are very large
and only limited verification is possible. With an AMS-SOC,
it is often possible to do some transistor-level full chip simu-
lation. Typically only areas of special concern that cannot be
sufficiently verified using mixed-level simulation are consid-
ered. Examples include power-up behavior and timing of the
critical paths.

In digital blocks, final verification is often performed using
timing simulators, such as Synopsys’s TimeMill or Avant!’s
StarSim. Relative to circuit simulators such as Spice, timing
simulators trade accuracy and generality for speed. They gen-
erally provide at least 10× in speed and capacity over SPICE

but are suitable only for estimating the timing of MOS digital
circuits, and can generally be counted on to produce timing
numbers that are accurate to within 5% on these circuits. Ana-
log circuits or circuits constructed with bipolar transistors
often confuse timing simulators, causing them to run slowly
and give incorrect results. Cadence’s ATS overcomes this
problem by combining a circuit simulator with a timing simu-
lator and so can handle large digital MOS circuits that contain
some analog or bipolar circuitry.

ASIC-SOCs are usually too large to be verified using any
type of transistor-level simulation. Instead bottom-up verifi-
cation is required. With bottom-up verification, individual
blocks are extracted and characterized, macromodels are cre-
ated that exhibit the behavior and performance of the block as
implemented, and the macromodels are combined and simu-
lated using a fast high-level simulator, such as a SPW or an
AMS simulator. In practice this is done by refining the mod-
els for the blocks used during the top-down design. To reduce
the chance of errors, it is best done during the mixed-level
simulation procedure. Thus, the verification of a block by
mixed-level simulation becomes a three step process. First the
proposed block functionality is verified by including an ideal-
ized model of the block in system-level simulations. Then, the
functionality of the block as implemented is verified by
replacing the idealized model with the netlist of the block.
This also allows the effect of the block’s imperfections on the
system performance to be observed. Finally, the netlist of the

block is replaced by an extracted model. By comparing t
results achieved from simulations that involved the netlist a
extracted models, the functionality and accuracy of th
extracted model can be verified. From then on, mixed-lev
simulations of other blocks are made more representative
using the extracted model of the block just verified rather th
the idealized model. The extracted model may also be use
support reuse of the block.

III. I NTRA FLOW DESIGNISSUES

The previous section described how the design process is
titioned into tasks that support the refinement of complex sy
tems from a top level architectural concept to a workin
physical implementation. In this section we will analyze som
design issues that cannot be addressed by enhancemen
any particular point tool in a flow. Instead they require
holistic approach, where every task in the flow must partic
pate in a comprehensive solution to the design problem.
new design methodology, better suited for more compl
design objectives or for more aggressive time to market, c
be made possible by the coordinated operation of all des
phases.

The first consideration is the frequency range of the comp
nents of the SOC. If one or more RF components are pres
simulation, verification and physical implementation must a
include very different sets of models, parasitics and perfo
mance measurements.

Significant advantage in terms of cost and risk reduction f
the entire design can be achieved by adopting a constra
driven approach. However this requires transformation tec
niques, and every tool must understand, enforce and ve
constraints.

In a similar fashion, testability considerations must be carri
along the design flow and every single application must
able to understand and improve, or at least not reduce, te
ability of the entire chip.

Finally the communication between tools in a complex desi
flow, data integrity, constraint transformations and the simu
taneous use of multiple models and levels of abstracti
requires a strong software infrastructure with standards a
interfaces to which all applications must adhere.

A.  RF

The addition of RF to a mixed-signal chip adds considerab
risk and so is done sparingly today. It is common to find th
RF transceiver paths combined with a frequency synthesiz
but it is unusual to see the baseband processing or the mi
controller combined with the RF sections. This is expected
change with the development of relatively low performanc
RF systems such as Bluetooth and HomeRF. Here, the la
volumes and low costs make a single chip implementati
compelling, while the low performance makes it feasibl
Once success is achieved here, higher performance syst
such as PCS and 3G phones are expected to be impleme
on a single chip. The wireless market will be an importa
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technology driver for MS-SOCs, and of course, including the
RF sections is crucial.

There are several aspects of RF that make this a challenge.
First and foremost, RF circuits operate at very high frequen-
cies, typically between 1-5GHz. Wires that carry RF signals
must be short and carefully placed to avoid interference.
Floorplanning, layout, and packaging must take this into
account. Accurate models are needed for the active devices,
the interconnect, the package, and passive components, both
on and off chip. For example, spiral inductors are used on
chip and ceramic or SAW resonators are used off chip. Often
exotic process are used, such as SiGe or SOI, which affects
both the active and passive models. Links to field solvers and
the ability to read in files of S-parameters is necessary to
assure adequate verification.

Another important challenge is that RF circuits can be sensi-
tive to interference from signals generated in the digital por-
tion of the circuit. Signals at the input of a receiver can be as
small as 1µV. Any signals that couple into the front-end of a
receiver through the substrate, supplies, interconnect, or pack-
age degrades its sensitivity. The ability to accurately model
these portions of the circuit and predict coupling is important.

A third challenge is that in the RF section of a transceiver, the
information signal is present as a relatively low frequency
modulation on a high frequency carrier. Simulating these cir-
cuits is expensive because the high frequency carrier necessi-
tates a small time step while the low frequency modulation
requires a long simulation interval. RF simulators provide
special analyses that are designed to efficiently simulate these
circuits, but they are incapable of including the non-RF sec-
tions [30]. One possible solution to these problems is to use
the RF simulator to extract macro-models of the RF blocks
that can be efficiently evaluated in an AMS simulator [40,41,
42].

B.  Constraint Management

Especially in the design of an SOC, several levels of abstrac-
tion are used in different phases and using different models.
The formulation of constraints, their management [34] along
every phase in the design, their validation, verification and
enforcement are extremely critical to the consistency of the
design flow. Furthermore, the design of analog and M/S sys-
tems is a process of progressive constraint refinement, where
data tolerances and their level of confidence change at every
step.

Physical constraintsapply to the physical entities used to
implement the layout. Examples are distances, area and
aspect ratio, alignment between instances etc. Some commer-
cial tools used for physical implementation such as IC-Crafts-
man [14] have achieved good results in enforcing physical
constraints within the context of their specific application.
Academic research has also devoted considerable attention to
physical constraints, especially for analog design applications
[5,32]. Some physical constraints such as distances, are rou-
tinely used to enforce timing and cross-talk specifications
during placement and routing.

Electrical constraintsapply to specific signals in the circuit.
Hence, these constraints require an RTL or schematic le
representation of the circuit where nets and devices are ide
fiable. Examples are timing, parasitics, IR drop, crossta
noise, substrate coupling noise and electro-migratio
Because of their extraordinary importance in the design
digital circuit, timing constraints need to be handled by a
synthesis and physical tools. As mentioned above, spec
transformations into physical constraints such as net length
spacing between devices have been commonly adopted
physical tools. In the case of more complex constraints, an
ysis and design tools might need to be entirely redesigned
properly take them into account. An example is the case
power and ground routing with mixed analog and digital su
ply lines [46,47].

Finally, design constraintsare used to characterize the beha
ior of individual components in terms of their I/O signals an
performance. Examples are throughput, slew rate, bandwid
gain, phase margin, power dissipation, jitter, etc. These can
specified on a circuit characterized by a model at any level
abstraction, from behavioral to physical. With complex AM
chips, design constraints might include specifications o
sophisticated measurements such as distortion, noise and
quency response.

So far design constraints have not been handled adequatel
commercial applications. The main reason is that the
enforcement is usually impractical, since they require a tran
formation into a set of electrical or physical constraints
order to be handled by automatic applications. Another re
son is the lack of a standard to represent these measurem
and their constraints, consistent with the high-level behavio
modeling language. Such a standard should provide a desc
tion of the dependencies between electrical and design c
straints when such transformation is actually performed.

A constraint management system therefore must have the
lowing characteristics:
• It must be able to handle constraints of different type

(design, electrical and physical) in a consistent way with
language applicable to all relevant description models.

• It must provide a way to facilitate transformations [31
which can be fairly complex especially for mixed-signa
applications where the behavioral description of block
might be quite abstract from the actual implementatio
This includes mapping of digital-to-analog and vice vers
as well as generation of noise constraints from couplin
between interconnections or through the substrate. It a
includes use of behavioral and stochastic models to gene
electric constraints for design centering.

• It must be able to provide a consistency check to valida
constraints and detect infeasible specifications and ov
constraints as early as possible in order to reduce the nu
ber of design iterations.

• Constraints must be verifiable. That means that analysis a
verification tools must be able to access the definition
measurements and evaluate the corresponding performa
functions using the appropriate models.
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C.  AMS Test

Generally, the last thing done for a design before it is sent to
manufacturing is test program development. Verifying the test
program involves running it on a working model of the chip,
which is only available late in the design process. This is
costly in two important ways. First, mixed-signal testers are
very expensive, and test development can tie up these
machines for long periods of time. Second, starting test devel-
opment at the end of the design process greatly prolongs the
time-to-market. If instead of running the test program on an
actual chip, it can be run on a simulated version of the chip,
then it is possible to address both of these issues [25].

If a top-down design methodology is used, then a system-
level model of the chip exists early in the design process. This
system-level model can be used during the development of
the test program. Thus, the test engineers can become
involved with the project much earlier, and like the block
designers, are given a working virtual prototype of the chip in
the form of a system-level model [10,11]. This improves
communication between the test and design engineers, acts to
greatly reduce the cost of test development, allows the test
programs to be more thoroughly verified, and permits the test
programs to be developed concurrently with the chip. All of
which helps to insure that the test program is available as
soon as the chip is ready to be manufactured. In addition,
involving the test engineers while the design is ongoing
allows fault simulation and design for test to be attempted
[21].

Commercial tools are available that allow test development
on virtual prototypes of the chip, but they do not as yet sup-
port Verilog-AMS or VHDL-AMS [50,55].

D.  Infrastructure

The AMS-SOC design stages we have described are fre-
quently addressed by specific tools, or mini flows, in isolation
by existing EDA vendors. This is not surprising as most ven-
dors have a rather small subset of the tools required in a com-
plex AMS-SOC solution flow. This correspondingly restricts
how much of the problem they are able to address. Without
access to the internals of the tools within the flow, and with-
out co-operation between vendors, problems cannot be
addressed where they are best addressed. This leads to a
patched together rats nest of tools, which can be, with a lot of
wasted time, manual user intervention, and design iterations,
used to create chips that eventually work. Such patching
together of tools can never succeed in creating an efficient
design environment capable of the fast time to market that is
needed in today’s AMS-SOC market.

Further, many of the tools in use today were not designed for
the complexities and sizes implicit in AMS-SOCs. This mani-
fests itself both in the analog and the digital design tools from
front end through physical realization. On the analog side,
most tools still target traditional transistor-based bottom-up
design methodologies. The capacity of such capture and anal-
ysis tools is inherently limited. Further, the physical realiza-
tion of such designs is a largely manual process. On the

digital side, the tools currently do not take sufficient accou
of the physical affects during the logical and planning desi
phases. This results in designs that cannot meet the c
straints when physically realized, and thereby require cos
design rework (silicon iterations). But worse than these sp
cific limitations that are being addressed at a localized leve
the interaction of the digital and analog design processes. N
only do the digital and analog design tools tend to be targe
only to their specific design methodologies, they frequent
do not take into account the effects of their counterparts. Ev
the communication of these tools between the digital and a
log domain tends to be in different forms than the oth
expects, thereby making it difficult, or impossible, to crea
an efficient design flow that ensures data integrity.

To create a truly efficient design environment for AMS-SO
design, we need to start from scratch. First, the AMS-SO
design methodology needs to be defined. Given that meth
ology, a design flow can be specified. This flow will then
clearly dictate the necessary tools, design representations
data formats that are needed to convey all needed data b
within a design stage, and across design stages. Such a de
tion is the contract, or infrastructure, to which all tools mu
conform.

Given this infrastructure it then becomes possible to desi
tools that will not only have the necessary functionality, b
will by definition be plug-and-play in an efficient solution. By
thus restricting the data locations that all tools must both re
and write data to, as well as the allowed formats, it becom
possible to insert tools as needed into the flow without requ
ing a redesign of other components. It also becomes poss
to create utilities that perform design integrity checks. With
restricted set of formats dictated by the needed abstract
levels, as opposed to the eccentricities and whims of a t
designer, the types of checks needed is greatly reduced
confined to what is required by the design methodology.

Perhaps the most import of these formats will be the M
HDLs. They are expected to be used as a common langu
for representing the design and will be understood by mo
tools, even those from competing vendors. As such, too
other than simulators are expected to be extended to sup
one or both of the MS-HDLs. The MS-HDLs are also ope
standard languages, which means there will be greater w
ingness by the design and EDA communities to invest
developing model libraries and support tools for these la
guages. MS-HDLs are also likely to develop into a medium
exchange between block authors and block integrators.

E.  Mixed-Signal Hardware Description Languages

Both Verilog-AMS and VHDL-AMS have been defined and
simulators that support these languages are becoming av
able. These languages are expected to have a big impac
the design of mixed-signal systems because they provid
single language and a single simulator that are shar
between analog and digital designers. It will be much eas
to provide a single design flow that naturally supports analo
digital and mixed-signal blocks, making it simpler for thes
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designers to work together. It also becomes substantially
more straight-forward to write behavioral models for mixed-
signal blocks. Finally, the AMS languages bring strong event-
driven capabilities to analog simulation, allowing analog
event-driven models to be written that perform with the speed
and capacity inherited from the digital engines.

It is important to recognize that the AMS languages are pri-
marily used for verification. Unlike the digital languages, the
AMS languages will not be used for synthesis in the foresee-
able future because the only synthesis that is available for
analog circuits is very narrowly focused.

1) Verilog-AMS:Verilog-A is an analog hardware description
language patterned after Verilog-HDL [19]. Verilog-AMS
combines Verilog-HDL and Verilog-A into a MS-HDL that is
a super-set of both seed languages [51]. Verilog-HDL pro-
vides event-driven modeling constructs, and Verilog-A pro-
vides continuous-time modeling constructs. By combining
Verilog-HDL and Verilog-A it becomes possible to easily
write efficient mixed-signal behavioral models. Verilog-AMS
also provides automatic interface element insertion so that
analog and digital models can be directly interconnected even
if their terminal / port types do not match. It also provides
support for real-valued event-driven nets and back annotating
interconnect parasitics.

A commercial version of Verilog-AMS that also supports
VHDL is expected soon from Cadence Design Systems.

2) VHDL-AMS:VHDL-AMS [6,22,52] adds continuous time
modeling constructs to the VHDL event-driven modeling lan-
guage [20]. Like Verilog-AMS, mixed-signal behavioral
models can be directly written in VHDL-AMS. Unlike with
Verilog, there is no analog-only subset.

VHDL-AMS inherits support for configurations and abstract
data types from VHDL, which are very useful for top-down
design. However, it also inherits the strongly typed nature of
VHDL, which is a serious issue for mixed-signal designs.
Within VHDL-AMS you are not allowed to directly intercon-
nect digital and analog ports, and there is no support for auto-
matic interface element insertion built-in to the language. In
fact, you are not even allowed to directly connect ports from
an abstract analog model (a signal flow port) to a port from a
low-level analog model (a conservative port). This makes it
difficult to support mixed-level simulation. These deficiencies
have to be overcome by a simulation environment, making
VHDL-AMS much more dependent on its environment. This
should slow deployment of effective VHDL-AMS-based
flows.

A commercial version of VHDL-AMS that also supports Ver-
ilog is available from Mentor Graphics [53]. A VHDL-AMS
simulator is also expected soon from Analogy [53].

F.  Design Reuse

The push to reduce costs for the consumer market place by
increasing integration will result in larger and more complete
systems on chip. Once mixed-signal circuits exceed a certain

size, a full-custom design style becomes impractical. Wi
circuits of this size, the AMS-SOCs described above beco
blocks that are combined with very large digital blocks suc
as micro-controllers to form ASIC-SOCs. In this case, th
intended complexity of the interaction between mixed-sign
blocks is relatively low and a top-down design style tha
includes the mixed-signal blocks is usually not necessary. T
mixed-signal blocks can generally be designed with litt
interaction from the system engineer.

It is hoped that the mixed-signal blocks could be designed
advance as relatively generic components and incorpora
into many designs. To support this, the mixed-signal bloc
must be designed for reuse. At a minimum this implies th
certain documentation be available that describes the blo
Standards that specify what type of documentation is requi
have been set by the Virtual Socket Interface Alliance (VSIA
[54]. In addition, if the block is large it may be required to b
embedded in special interface collars to make it easier
import them into an ASIC-SOC. These collars provide a sta
dard interface and guard-banding to provide some degree
isolation from the rest of the circuit.

With the rapid changes in technology, and with the difficult
of migrating mixed-signal blocks to a new technology, it i
generally not possible to reuse a single block design mo
than a few times. Thus, preparing a design for reuse must t
significantly less effort than redesigning the block for a ne
application. An important task when preparing a block fo
reuse is generating a high-level model of the block that ca
tures its essential behavior. This model is used to evaluate
suitability of the block for use in follow-on projects. It mus
capture the significant imperfections of the block, and mu
be generated as a bi-product of the block design with litt
extra effort by a person with limited modeling skills.

Even though the design community has become familiar w
these issues and understands well the advantages, reuse t
is still used infrequently. Organizations such as VSIA hav
taken on significant roles to define standards and methodo
gies. However more work needs to be done, especially
reduce the overhead on designers, and to define wid
accepted practices for design for reuse and IP interchange

The main areas for improvement are:
• Design methodologies that improve the chances a block c

be reused such as interface-based design for digital bloc
• Interface verification and IP qualification and certification
• Tools that help create matching behavioral blocks for actu

analog implementations.
• Formal and robust techniques to associate constraint set

the behavioral description of mixed-signal blocks

Once blocks are designed and made available for reuse,
also necessary for them to be easily accessible to ot
designers. As such, the ability to automatically generate da
sheets for the blocks and publish them on the web so that t
are easily searched and browsed by other designers. Th
datasheets should include an accurate high-level model t
can be used to audition the block in the intended system.
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IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have analyzed the problems that must be
addressed in the immediate future to handle the complexity of
system on a chip designs for mixed-signal applications. Our
analysis shows that in many areas improvements are required
not only in the tools, but in the entire design methodology. A
solution for AMS-SOC requires advanced tools, well defined
flows, an infrastructure supporting design reuse and excellent
communication between the interacting resources participat-
ing in the design flow. It also requires designers that are will-
ing and able to change the way that they design. To change,
they must have a broader set of skills, such as a understanding
of modeling and a familiarity with MS-HDLs. Graduate and
continuing education should be expanded to provide these
skills.

A significant market is opening up for large mixed-signal
consumer applications using SOC devices in the next few
years. Some major EDA vendors are already positioning
themselves to provide technology and comprehensive ser-
vices in this arena. This effort will have to include not only
large scale tools for specific tasks such as a mixed signal floor
planning, but also a consistent representation for the charac-
terization of mixed-signal behavioral data (and measure-
ments) at all levels of abstraction and for constraints. Finally
it will require utilities for design integrity checking, con-
straint validation, and manufacturing sign-off.
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